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W

hen Harvard Professor Lisa
Brooks was growing up, her
father, an Abenaki Indian,
used to tell her, “There’s a reason American history moves from the Pilgrims right
to the American Revolution. That was 150
years that the natives were in charge.”
In March Brooks gave the keynote
address for Colby’s event in the Wabanaki-Bates-Bowdoin-Colby collaborative program, and she made a good start
on her lecture title: Restoring Wabanaki
Voices in Literature and History.
Brooks told stories and read preserved
documents, awikhigan in the Abenaki
language, that showed deep insights
and nuanced strategies from the Native
American side of negotiations over land
and water rights and armed conf licts.
She cited Wabanaki men and women
from Maine’s Presumpscot River (which
drains Sebago Lake through what is now
Westbrook and Portland) and Casco Bay
regions and the Connecticut (Kwinitekw)
River valley—leaders who understood and
deftly navigated the push and pull of cultural conflict on the European-Wabanaki
frontier.

The W BBC collaborative was launched in
May 2007 when presidents
of the three colleges met
with chiefs of the four
Wabanaki tribes on Indian Island in Maine. The
program may be unique
in the nation as a partnership between colleges
and local Native American
tribes, said Colby’s campus
coordinator Janice Kassman, special assistant to
Colby students teach a music lesson at a Wabanaki school.
the president.
director of the Cultural and Historical PresThe program incorporates early college
ervation Department of the Penobscot Naawareness for Wabanaki middle school
tion, and Penobscot Nation tribal historian
students, a summer aspirations program
James Francis. Girouard and Francis detailed
for 25 Maine Indian high school students,
the ongoing effort to integrate Wabanaki
and academic and campus climate initiaculture, government, and history into public
tives on the college campuses to heighten
school curricula in Maine.
awareness of Maine Indian history and
Francis and Girouard helped create reculture. This year’s spring-break service
sources for teachers and have led outreach
learning trip, March 21-25, took nine
and training efforts for educators infusing
Colby students to Maine’s five reservations
Wabanaki culture into their teaching.
to visit schools there.
“That,” Francis said, “has been a treBrooks’s lecture followed a panel discusmendous success.” —Stephen Collins ’74
sion earlier in the day led by Maria Girouard,
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Collaborating to Restore Native Voices

A Celebration of the Peace Corps, Plus
The 50th anniversary of the
Peace Corps warranted celebration on two fronts, Ambassador
Robert Gelbard ’64 told an audience on campus March 10. The
Peace Corps spawned a new social phenomenon—a whole class of
national service organizations—and
it helped establish a perception abroad
of America as a country committed to volunteerism and service.
More than 100 students, community members, and current and
former Peace Corps, AmeriCorps, City Year, and Teach for America
volunteers gathered for a program organized by the Goldfarb Center. Gelbard, a Peace Corps volunteer before his career in foreign
service, moderated the panel.

Gelbard, who served in Bolivia, became “the first blanco since
the revolution,” he said, to visit particular villages high in the Andes.
Twenty-two years later he returned as U.S. ambassador to Bolivia.
The panel (Goldfarb Center podcast is online) included: Mollie
Puskar ’08, who works for City Year; Mary Kathryn Brennan ’02,
who was an AmeriCorps member in the Southeast; Roger Schulman ’92, whose Teach for America placement in Baltimore led to a
career in nonprofit education organizations; and Ellen Whitesides
’03, who served in the Peace Corps in South Africa and also taught
in Teach for America.
Gelbard praised the College for its role in America’s culture of
national service, including the Peace Corps and Teach for America.
“On a per-student basis, Colby is one of the leading schools,
perhaps the leading school, in the United States,” contributing
graduates, he said.
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Beware the Ides of March. That’s when’s basketball coach Dick Whitmore stunned the community (just days after stunning his family) by announcing he’s stepping down after 40 years.
One of the all-time leaders in NCAA Division III men’s basketball for career victories and
one of the top 50 most successful coaches in all NCAA divisions, Whitmore became a legend in Wadsworth Gym, racking up 31 winning seasons over four decades. He finished with
a 637-341 record and ranks seventh all-time in career wins among NCAA Division III men’s
basketball coaches.
“Dick Whitmore is Colby men’s basketball, and he is Colby athletics,” said Marcella Zalot,
the Harold Alfond Director of Athletics. “There is no way to quantify the impact that Whit has
had on so many students ... on the members of our coaching staff at Colby, the local community, and basketball in the state of Maine.”
Whitmore told Portland Press Herald columnist Steve Solloway, “Drive and passion have
always been important to me. It lessened a little bit this year. When I saw that, I said to
myself, ‘I think it’s time.’”
With the surprise announcement coming as this magazine was written and headed
into production, Colby plans a proper appreciation of Whitmore and his career in the
summer issue.
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Coach Whitmore Steps Aside

After 40 years as Colby’s men’s basketball coach,
Dick Whitmore announced his retirement.

Dutton Named Development VP

The number of applications for the Class of 2015 soared, up almost 23 percent over last year. Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid
Parker Beverage attributed the increase to elimination of one essay
on the Colby application, aggressive recruiting in the Southeast,
West, Midwest, and mid-Atlantic states, and continued success in
attracting applications from students of color.
Beverage also pointed to the strengths of Colby’s academic
programs. “I think the College deserves this increase because of
the great things we’re doing,” he said.
According to Beverage the increase was among the highest in
NESCAC, second only to Trinity College, which saw a 47-percent
increase after it dropped the supplemental application entirely and
required only the Common Application.
“Academic strength remained the same,” Beverage said of the
5,175 applicants as the admissions staff perused applications. “We’re
making some tough decisions.”
He said he had been “ill-disposed” toward dropping the essay, but
was pleasantly surprised to see that most students shifted their attention to the secondary essay questions that ask why an applicant wants
to attend Colby. “I think they’re giving it more attention,” Beverage
said. “The students have done more research.”
The College saw a significant increase in applications from
students of color, from 657 last year to 831, continuing a dramatic
rise in the past two years.
The challenge for admissions, Beverage said, is to anticipate
what percentage of the larger applicant pool will choose Colby if
accepted. “Predicting the yield of those—that is going to be difficult,” he said. “That’s definitely a new unknown.” —Gerry Boyle ’78

Deborah Dutton was named
vice president for development
and alumni relations this winter
following a national search. Dutton
served as interim vice president
since last summer and was associate vice president for college
relations for the previous five years
during the Reaching the World campaign, which raised $376 million.
President William D. Adams
announced the appointment Feb. 14 and said, “In a competitive field of candidates for this position, Debbie emerged as
a strong leader with the experience Colby requires to take its
development and alumni programs to a new level of success.”
Her 20-year career in development has included jobs at the
Maine chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Bates
College, and at three Harvard teaching hospitals. Dutton was
associate vice president for development at the third, Joslin
Diabetes Clinic, where she built a team and led it through the
strategic planning process and the silent phase of a major
capital fundraising initiative.
At Colby she led efforts to revamp the gift planning, major
gifts, and annual Colby Fund operations. She also created
a five-year philanthropic plan in support of the Colby 2013
fundraising initiatives now underway. “I’m eager to work with
the Colby community, including the faculty,” Dutton said, “with
a particular focus on our partnership with Colby alumni as we
shape programs for the future.”
photo by brian speer

Applications Up 23 Percent
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Some who have followed the recent
career of Dan Demeritt ’94, communications director for Maine Governor Paul
LePage, might say that Demeritt, owner
of an Augusta pizza shop, jumped from
the frying pan into the fire.
You wouldn’t know it by talking to
Demeritt. A longtime staffer for Sen. Susan Collins, the spokesperson for Maine’s
outspoken governor is calm where his
boss can be volatile, cautious where the
governor sometimes shoots from the hip,
unflappable where his boss, well, is not.
“When you spend time running a small
business,” Demeritt said, “you’re much
better at taking things in stride, knowing
to focus on the stuff that really matters.
My approach has always been, with the
governor, to try to put as much information out as I can and try to make it as easy
as possible for the press to tell the whole
story. So it doesn’t just turn on a phrase.”

general election. The Colby government
major (he recalls attending a rally for thenPresident George H.W. Bush and hosting
a political talk show on WMHB “at seven
o’clock on Friday mornings”) had moved
back to Maine a decade ago from Washington, where he had worked in Collins’s Senate office. Now he was married, with twins,
almost 3, and a baby. After working for the
House Republicans in Maine, he’d opened
a restaurant and owned rental properties.
His only political aspiration, he said, was
to someday run for the Maine Legislature.
Then word came through the Republican grapevine that the LePage campaign
needed communications help. Two hours
later, Demeritt was back in politics.
He’d never been the public face of a
politician, but his experience as Collins’s
political director was brought to bear—
along with his years running his own business. “I think I have a good handle on Paul

“This job is like a baseball umpire. If you know the
umpire’s name at the end of the game, he probably
didn’t do a good job.”
Dan Demeritt ’94, communications director for Maine’s governor
The governor’s turns of phrase have
made news across the country and beyond,
provoking widespread protest and some
praise. “Paul’s very free-spoken, and there
were a couple of stretches there where he’d
free-spoken himself into a little trouble,”
Demeritt said. “I think I came in at a time
when I was able to help with the message
discipline a little bit. And provide some
energy to the campaign.”
This was in September 2010, before the

LePage, and I think it’s been because I’ve
been an entrepreneur myself,” Demeritt
said. “I get it.”
LePage, former general manager of
Maine’s Marden’s Surplus & Salvage chain,
won on a platform of cutting spending and
making Maine more business-friendly. He
also showed a penchant for off-the-cuff
remarks that sometimes overshadowed
his policy goals. His comment telling the
NAACP to “kiss my butt” went viral, as did
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Speaking for Maine’s Governor

Dan Demeritt ’94

his remark that BPA, an ingredient in plastics that mimics estrogen and is believed
by many to be hazardous, particularly to
women and children, would only cause
“some women to have little beards.”
Demeritt landed in the news after these
flash fires, though he sees his job as managing what other people say, not standing in
front of a microphones. “This job is like
a baseball umpire,” he said. “If you know
the umpire’s name at the end of the game,
he probably didn’t do a good job.”
Taking the comment du jour in stride,
Demeritt focused on the big picture, the
platform. “I’ve said it to him. He can’t be a
successful status-quo governor. He either
works and gets things done and people
embrace the results, or if it’s just status
quo—I think he’s not the right person to
lead a status-quo administration.
“I think the plainspoken-ness works
if you’re getting stuff done. I don’t think
it works if you’re just minding the store.”
—G.B.

Postdoc on Mideast Exchange

Four Profs Receive Tenure

Sarah Lashley, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow in
Environmental Human Rights, is part of a highly
selective State Department exchange program.
Across Borders: Managing Trans-Boundary Environmental Resources in the Middle East and
the United States, entails a four-week summer
trip to Israel, Palestine, Jordan, and Egypt.

Four faculty members were granted tenure in January, and all will
be promoted to associate professor in September. Brief bios are
online at www.colby.edu/mag, keyword Tenure2011. They are:
Hideko Abe, East Asian studies, Ph.D. from Arizona State; James
Behuniak Jr., philosophy, Ph.D., from Hawaii at Manoa; Adrian
Blevins, creative writing, M.F.A. from Warren Wilson; and
Andreas Waldkirch, economics, Ph.D. from Boston College.

Read more: www.colby.edu/mag, keyword: Lashley.
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Watson Win for Tsvetanova ’11

Toni Tsvetanova ’11

Toni Tsvetanova ’11 of Harmanli, Bulgaria, was awarded a
prestigious Thomas J. Watson
Foundation fellowship for 201112. The fellowship provides
$25,000 for a year of international travel and exploration,
and Tsvetanova plans to visit
France, South Africa, Brazil, and
Bangladesh to pursue her project, Redefining Homelessness:
A Promise for Change Through
Social Enterprise. She is one of
just four international students

among the 40 fellows chosen this
year, all of whom are enrolled in
American liberal arts institutions.
The founder and president
of the Social Entrepreneurs
club at Colby, Tsvetanova hopes
to identify successful social
entrepreneurial strategies to
provide homeless people with
the means and motivation to
make a difference in their lives,
her proposal stated.
“Since maybe I was in first
or second grade, I’ve always

wanted to do something about
homelessness,” she said after
learning she had won the fellowship. She grew up in a small
town in Bulgaria close to a
neighborhood of Roma people,
where homelessness and poor
construction were problems. She
also has taken note of homelessness in the United States and in
China, where she studied abroad
in 2009. “It’s a universal problem and something I want to help
solve,” she said.

Sitting between U.S. Congressman
Mike Michaud and two seniors who
spent January in Maine researching the
impact of federal programs that assist
workers displaced by globalization, labor
economist Howard Rosen put the value
of the students’ work in perspective.
The four were participating in Helping
Those Hurt By Globalization: A Panel
on Trade Adjustment Assistance, in
Ostrove Auditorium.
Michaud, a Democrat representing Maine’s 2nd District, said he was
outraged that Republicans had cut the
Trade Adjustment Assistance program
by taking it off the House agenda. That
program has helped manufacturing
and service-sector workers get various
benefits, including retraining, when they
lose jobs to foreign competition.
The students, Caitlyn Fleming ’11
and Ann Norris ’11, presented research
done for Rosen’s D.C.-based Trade
Assistance Coalition. They reported
enthusiasm for the program from state
officials, educators, and workers who received benefits, education, and “hope for
the future and optimism that they would
be able to find new jobs.”
Rosen said one of the biggest problems he faces advocating for such pro-
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Students’ Research Informs Federal Policy

Representative Mike Michaud discusses programs for workers displaced by globalization.

grams is a lack of solid data, and it’s hard
to make good policy with poor information. “That,” he said, “is where Cait
and Ann came in. Seriously. ... We’re so
frustrated that we don’t have good statistics, national statistics, we go out and
interview people whenever we can.”
Inevitably, he said, someone in Congress will get up and say, “These training programs are a bunch of wastes of
money.” Now Rep. Michaud “is going to

have this research at his fingertips that’s
going to say, ‘This is what they trained
for, this is what they said, this is the kind
of jobs they got. What are you talking
about? You show me your proof.’ This is
our proof.”
Goldfarb Center podcast of the entire
program and insideColby podcast
interview with the student researchers:
www.colby.edu/mag, keyword: labor
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A selection of tweets from @colbycollege.
To see links, catch up on tweets, or sign up,
click the Twitter icon on the Colby homepage.
The Mellon Foundation awarded
Colby $600,000 to help develop
a marine conservation track in
environmental studies.
Jan 4
Premed Academy, a new Jan
Plan course, matched premed
students with area doctors for job
shadowing and research.
Feb 8
A new insideColby podcast interviews
Berol Dewdney ’13, SGA’s new
Gender and Sexual Diversity
Student Resource Officer.
Feb 15
Perfect timing: Winter Carnival
commences Friday and coincides with
this Winter Storm Watch.
Feb 23
Heavy lifting! Men’s lacrosse players
raised $22K to fight pulmonary
fibrosis in Jan.—almost $50K over
three years.
March 3
Crazy full schedule of on-campus
events this week. Indian Island,
Maine, to Rwanda. Two or three good
ones every night.
March 7
Two Nordic and three alpine Colby
skiers qualified for NCAA Div. 1
nationals. First race moved to
today, w/webcast.
March 9
Hard to see All-America in the
55m as “settling.” But there’s more to
the story of Dominique Kone ’13
at nationals.
March 13
Students organize to raise funds
for Japan. “They’re incredibly
well-organized” says prof.
March 17

Speeches make Junot Díaz
nervous. As a child of a dictatorship, “Standing and delivering statements evokes in me
an almost allergic reaction,”
he explained. However, the
Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist
quickly had a capacity audience
in Lorimer Chapel laughing
with his colloquial language and
quick jokes—and captivated by
the force of his words.
Author Junot Díaz signs a well-worn copy of his Pulitzer PrizeDíaz opened the 2011
S.H.O.U.T. (Speaking, Hearing, winning book, The Brief Wonderous Life of Oscar Wao.
Opening Up Together) weekend in February by speaking of his own entry into activism and the power Colby students have to be catalysts of change themselves—a quick
launch into this year’s S.H.O.U.T. theme, The Power of Youth.
Díaz’s childhood was spent in both the Dominican Republic, “a post-dictatorship,
American-backed, repressive democracy,” and in the United States on the tail end of
the 1960’s political turmoil and youth protests. Understanding the violence of Dominican politics and the consequences of being a revolutionary in America, all while
learning to speak English as an immigrant child, led Díaz to be informed about the
power hierarchies around him at a very young age, he said.
Díaz told Colby students they must pay back the privilege of a liberal arts education
by leaving the campus a little bit better than they found it. Two ways to push against
a society that encourages “accumulation, competition, and stratification,” he said, are
through art and activism. “Art is the CNN of the human condition,” Díaz said. “The
only reason you’re interesting as an artist is because you become profoundly lost in the
world.” — Hannah DeAngelis ’12
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Novelist Díaz Brings Passion to S.H.O.U.T.

Paleontology Plaudit
It’s a bit unusual for undergraduates
to present research at the Geological Society of America—far more so that Daren
McGregor ’12 won the paleontology poster
award at the society’s 2010 meeting in
Denver last November.
He was among five Colby
students presenting.
“I’d be very surprised
if an undergraduate has
won this award before,”
said Peter Harries, associate professor of geology at the University
of South Florida, who
Daren McGregor ’12
announced the award.
Whipple-Coddington Professor of Geology Bob Gastaldo helped McGregor join a
summer research project near Wilmington,
N.C., studying an extinction event around the

Plio-Pleistoscene time boundary. Studying
fossilized clams and snails from 2 million
years ago, McGregor, from Mt. Vernon, N.Y.,
and his coauthors, professors from Cornell
and UNC-Wilmington, filled in a piece of
the puzzle when they
found the Cape Fear
River samples told a
slightly different story
from records from the
western Atlantic.
Harries said 15 to
20 percent of poster
presenters in Denver
were undergraduates,
with the rest graduate
students. He said judges were impressed
by McGregor’s command of the subject and
his ability to communicate the science. “He
just knew what he was doing,” Harries said.
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